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Simulating Fuzzy Systems demonstrates how many systems naturally become fuzzy systems and shows how regular (crisp) simulation can be used to estimate the alpha-cuts of the fuzzy numbers used to analyze the behavior of the fuzzy system. This monograph presents a concise introduction to fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, fuzzy estimation, fuzzy probabilities, fuzzy systems theory, and fuzzy computation. It also presents a wide selection of simulation applications ranging from emergency rooms to machine shops to project scheduling, showing the varieties of fuzzy systems.

This book is written in two major parts. The first part includes the introductory chapters consisting of Chaps. 1 through 8. In part two, Chaps. 9–26, we present the applications.

There are no prerequisites, but it would be helpful to know some basic information about queuing systems. However, the reader should be able to understand, from the figures and analytical development, how simulation is useful in analyzing fuzzy systems.
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Digital Imaging for Photographers, Fourth EditionFocal Press, 2001

	This completely revised and updated fourth edition, with the latest information on cameras, printers and image processing techniques, is also illustrated throughout with full colour images for the first time. The free CD-ROM contains many of these images so that you can practice the techniques in the book, as well as new examples of some the...
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Economics: Private & Public Choice, 11th EditionCengage Learning, 2005

	Authors James D. Gwartney, Richard L. Stroup, Russell S. Sobel, and David Macpherson, believe that a course on principles of economics should focus on the power and relevance of the economic way of thinking. It is this belief and corresponding writing approach that has made ECONOMICS: PRIVATE AND PUBLIC CHOICE one of South-Western's most...
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Maoism: A Global HistoryVintage, 2020

	*** WINNER OF THE 2019 CUNDILL HISTORY PRIZE

	SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE GIFFORD PRIZE FOR NON-FICTION 2019

	SHORTLISTED FOR THE NAYEF AL-RODHAN PRIZE FOR GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING

	SHORTLISTED FOR DEUTSCHER PRIZE

	LONGLISTED FOR THE 2020 ORWELL PRIZE FOR POLITICAL WRITING***
...
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Steel Designers' ManualJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	At the instigation of the Iron and Steel Federation, the late Bernard Godfrey began
	work in 1952 on the first edition of the Steel Designers’ Manual. As principal author
	he worked on the manuscript almost continuously for a period of two years. On
	many Friday evenings he would meet with his co-authors, Charles Gray, Lewis Kent...
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.NET Domain-Driven Design with C#: Problem - Design - Solution (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
.NET Domain-Driven Design with C# Problem Design Solution    

    As the first technical book of its kind, this unique resource walks you through the process of building a real-world application usingDomain-Driven Design implemented in C#. Based on a real application for an existing company, the project featured...
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VLSI Design Techniques for Analog and Digital Circuits (McGraw-Hill Series in Electrical Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 1989


	Growing technological requirements and the widespread acceptance of sophisti

	cated electronic devices have created an unprecedented demand for large-scale,

	complex, integrated circuits. Meeting these demands has required technological

	advances in materials and processing equipment, significant increases in the num

	ber of...
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